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Abstract Recent research suggests that heterosexual men’s
(but not heterosexual women’s) cognitive performance is

impaired after an interaction with someone of the opposite sex

(Karremans et al., 2009). These findings have been interpreted
in terms of the cognitive costs of trying tomake a good impres-

sion during the interaction. In everyday life, people frequently

engage in pseudo-interactions with women (e.g., through the
phone or the internet) or anticipate interacting with a woman

later on. The goal of the present research was to investigate if

men’s cognitive performance decreased in these types of situ-
ations, inwhichmen have little to no opportunity to impress her

and, moreover, have little to no information about the mate

valueof their interactionpartner.Twostudiesdemonstrated that
men’s (butnotwomen’s)cognitiveperformancedeclinedif they

were led to believe that they interactedwith awomanvia a com-

puter (Study 1) or even if they merely anticipated an interac-
tion with a woman (Study 2). Together, these results suggest

that an actual interaction is not a necessary prerequisite for

the cognitive impairment effect to occur. Moreover, these
effects occur even if men do not get information about the

woman’s attractiveness. This latter finding is discussed in
terms of error management theory.
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Introduction

‘‘Whatareyoudoing?What’s thematter?Bequiet, stupid!’’
he said to his heart. But the more he tried to be calm, the

more labored grew his breath. (Tolstoy, 2003/1877, p. 27)

InTolstoy’s famousnovelAnnaKarenina,Levinwalksup to
a skating pond to talk to Kitty. Determined to make a good

impressionon thegirl, his heart starts racing as he thinksofwhat

tosay toKittyand tries topictureher.At the timehearrivesat the
pond, he starts stuttering and blushing and is even unable to

recognize a friend that passes by.

Novels and movies frequently feature men who are trying
hard to impress a woman but are completely depleted by their

attempts, causing them to stumble, forget where they live, or, in

Levin’s case, stutter and fail to recognize a friend. Though these
examples may seem far-fetched, recent research suggests that

they contain a kernel of truth: men’s cognitive performance is

depleted after a short interactionwith awoman, especially if the
woman is attractive and men report trying to impress her

(Karremans, Verwijmeren, Pronk, & Reitsma, 2009). Inter-
actions that require impression management are cognitively

taxing because people need to exert effort to strategically

control their behavior and monitor the impression they make
(Vohs, Baumeister, & Ciarocco, 2005). Thus, men’s (but not

women’s) cognitive performance is impaired after an inter-

action with someone of the opposite sex because they are
trying to make a good impression on her, and impression

management is cognitively costly.

In Levin’s case, however, it is not the actual interaction with
Kitty that causes him to stutter: he was already depleted by the

time he reached the pond. In everyday life, there aremany such

situations in which menmerely anticipate an interaction with a
woman (anticipated interactions) or in which they do not

communicate with a woman face-to-face (pseudo-interactions)
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